
A GUIDE FOR ENTERPRISES

How we transform your 
applications

We’ve got a proven track record of crafting your 
digital transformation through to achieving your goals.  
We understand the challenges and pitfalls during 
transformation where we set you up to succeed
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Do any of these statements sound familiar?

─ Our legacy IT is impacting the services or products that the 
offer

─ Our processes are so complex and manual that we don’t
know where to start.

─ We’ve attempted this before poor benefits realization and 
still have lots of issues

─ How much is it going to cost and how will this impact us

If you recognise any of these situations, we can help 
you transform your legacy applications for your employees and 
customers.

As industry experts with a broad range of skills and expertise, we 
have a successful pedigree of crafting strategies and turning them 
into actionable roadmaps to help businesses achieve their desired 
outcomes. This playbook outlines our approach to providing you 
with a range of options for your website transformation.

→ Introduction

→ Your challenges

→ Our methodology

→ The benefit to you

How we assess your website transformation needs
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Your challenges 
What is the best technology solution for the size of our 
business?

You have a collection of systems, some old, some cloud 
applications that you can configure or a third party 
however they are all separate siloed platforms.

However today you face these various issues to some 
degree

Issues include:

• Lots of manual processes and excel spreadsheets

• Business processes are poorly understood

• High cost to keep a poor service operational.

• Customer and staff journey technology experience is 
poor. Accessing shared platforms securely is challenging

• No mobile experience

• Excessive training requirement for new staff

• Cyber security of legacy IT is difficult to impossible

How we assess your website transformation needs



We’ve created a structured approach which breaks down how to transform your organization.  When we are 
building your custom application, we also create your future architecture estate aligned to your business 
strategy, goals and operating model, that will include recommending cloud SAAS platforms.

There is a different way to doing this

Discovery phase – will help you answer all those difficult 
questions of scope, budget, alignment, impact, 
interdependencies so at the end of this phase you will have 
clarity on your requirements as a business of what you 
need now and in the future.  Our discovery phase provides 
you with assurance scope and costs, which you can use for 
RFP processes or continue to process to build and test.

How we transform your applications

We reduce boardroom anxiety

Delivery, Build & Test phase – Using Azure Development 
operations we track everything down to minute detail 
which is visible to everyone. We agree on all the epics and 
features of each sprint delivery, so you know what you are 
getting also we also allow for changes to be incorporated 
to flex to your needs and requirements.

We also help with change management on adoption of 
platforms and systems which are equally important for 
digital transformation realization.



How we transform your applications
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We provide clarity 
on how to deliver 
your solution

Following our methodology, we provide you with clarity on how 
much your application will cost to build

• Deliver benefits quickly by our Minimum Viable Product
• No hidden costs 

• Fixed Price to complete discovery
• Cost per sprint for development

• Reduce risk into your transformation 

Fixed Price Price per Sprint



Assessment

We map your customer journey or Level 1 business process, a 
high-level overview of the journey, actors, KPIs, Goals and 
touchpoints. We assess your current platforms and take time to 
understand your challenges & frustrations.

Explore

We define your Minimum viable product based on your priorities, 
and budget, and map your business processes.  We assess 
integration to your existing platforms.

Solution

We fully document your solution, producing your detailed 
requirements, technical architecture and data model and finally 
your business case for investment.

Discover 
Phase
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Provides all the information 
you need to build your app 

How we assess your website transformation needs



Design 
Phase
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Rapid Prototyping

With our MVP defined we create your 

• user experience,

• data model,

• roles & permissions,

• Reporting

• Integration requirements.  

We build your cloud infrastructure to host your application or 
work with your IT team on provisioning your infrastructure.

Detailed Sprint Planning and Execution

We document all the backlog items for the build, together with 
the acceptance criteria. We agree the detail in all the sprints 
and then run our agile sprint meetings

We give you everything 
you need to start 
transforming your business

How we assess your website transformation needs



Building MVP and Quality Testing

We build your application which is tracked in our online tools. 
Based on your acceptance criteria, we test the application 
making sure that it does what it was expected, before releasing 
to you.

Show & Tell

We show you what has been delivered and tested, which is 
handed over to you for testing. We incorporate any feedback 
and update changes based on your feedback or add it as a 
backlog item for the next sprint.

Business Testing

You test the application and send us your feedback.

Security Testing

Prior to MVP go-live we will conduct an independent penetration 
test.

Build & 
Test
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We believe in delivering 
benefits quickly by our MVP

How we build and deliver custom applications



Deliver
Phase
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Service Operating Model

We can provide a range of services to suit your needs. 

We have all the tools you’d expect

• Our self-service support portal.

• Application support

• Development support

• Infrastructure support

• Co-sourced IT, where your internal IT team provides first and 
second-line support with Technology Transformation Group 
providing third-line and infrastructure maintenance and 
support.

Having the right level of 
support your business is 
critical to success

How we build and deliver custom applications



How we transform your applications

Our Agile Dev Ops 
Development

Develop Phase Deliver PhaseDesign Phase 

1 - 2 x Sprints

Module 2 Module 4

Module 5

Module 6

Module 3Module 1

1 x SprintTypical 
Sprints

Build MVP Sprint X

Our proven development operations processes enable 
you the flexibility to adapt and change during 
development

Once the MVP is built, subsequent sprints are all mini “Go 
Lives” depending on the size and scope of change.

Each sprint is usually 10 days effort.



Challenge Solution Outcome

Brexit
─ Major legislation change to export and 

import goods from the UK to ES
─ No defined business process across the 

group
─ Increased cost of £3m pa in administration 
─ Major operational risk of goods held up at 

the border without the correct paperwork
─ Loss of Authorised Economic Operator status 

cost £50m per year
─ High volume of transactions, different laws 

for US, Spain and Europe customs
─ Regulatory reconciliation with HMRC
─ Legacy ERPs did not contain the capability to 

deliver a customs and transport platform      
─ Many different users and security required, 

UK/ES Staff,  Global Hauliers, Truck Drivers, 
and customs agents.

─ No platforms capable of delivering secure 
integration and workflows

Built PAAS Application
─ Automated management of customs 

declarations
─ Integration to 2 ERP platforms & HMRC
─ Simplified business processes
─ Seamless access to all stakeholders, hauliers, 

warehouse staff, and finance globally
─ AI & Machine learning for uploaded and 

creating customs entries
─ Version control of all documents created and 

processed
─ Fully compliant with HMRC

Identity for stakeholders
─ Full roles and permissions using privilege 

access management
─ Full auditability of access management
─ Seamless integration to Transform Logistics

Cost Savings
─ Avoided potential £3m admin costs

Competitive advantage
─ Sell the platform to 3rd parties to fulfil their 

requirements

Defined business processes
─ Able to change and updated processes and 

system’s  reacting to market changes

Adaptable
─ Able to rapidly react to new paperwork and 

continuing regulatorily changes

Reporting
─ Significant insight to improving supply chain 

operations due to flexible data model

FMCG producer avoids £3m costs and severe business disruption 
due to Brexit.
No 1, £500M agriculture producer in the UK who produce and deliver all vegetables to UK supermarkets



We’ve sought external verification to 
demonstrate that we adhere to the 
highest industry standards. We also win 
awards for the awesome tech we develop 
for our customers.

You’re in safe hands
We understand the importance of standards.

Change the way you change.
Change never stops — transformation shouldn’t either. Book a free consultation to find 

out how we would delivery your digital transformation, wherever you are on your 
journey. 
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Let’s talk      →

https://thettg.com/contact
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Every business is unique in its setup, processes and goals. For 
us, it’s all about working as trusted partners alongside your 
business to consider the whole picture. We take the time to 
understand your organisation, people and customers so that 
we can support your team and develop technology solutions 
that enhance experience rather than hinder it.

www.thettg.com
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